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RLDS ex nihilo creation/LDS preexistent
spirit and matter; RLDS eternalism/LDS
temporalism; RLDS being/LDS becoming;
the greater RLDS emphasis on grace and
determinism/the LDS commitment to works
and free will; RLDS immateriality/LDS
materiality in the conception of God; RLDS
trinitarianism/LDS tri-theism; RLDS mo-
nism/LDS pluralism.

It is not surprising to find Edwards
writing that "the LDS view is one of the
few — if not the only — philosophically
distinctive religions that exist in any large
following in America with the exception of
Christian Science" (p. 87), or that "there
are more theological differences . . . be-
tween the Reorganization and the Latter-
day Saints than between the RLDS and
the Protestant, Catholic, or Jew" (p. 87).
But he continues with the observation that
"the affinity of RLDS theology for the
American mainstream is strengthened by
lack of a genuinely official RLDS theologi-
cal position — and the even more conspicu-
ous lack of an attempt to identify and
formulate such a position" (p. 87). It is
not clear whether this is intended simply
as a descriptive report on the Reorganiza-
tion or also as a negative judgment on the
state of its doctrine. I suspect that it is
both.

On a number of metaphysical issues —
for example, the divine infiniteness, pre-
existence, predestination and free will, or
the materiality of God — Edwards seems
to regard the current LDS position as being
more in keeping with the Doctrine and
Covenants and Joseph Smith's later thought
than are the typical corresponding RLDS

beliefs. At least in this matter his position
is somewhat ambiguous. In its emphasis
on the divine absolutism and immanence,
he even sees the RLDS theology in a flirta-
tion with pantheism. It is apparent that
Edwards is not a captive of either Joseph
Smith or the Doctrine and Covenants. He
seems to have far more freedom to pursue
his ideas without restraint than has typi-
cally been the case with LDS theologians.
All in all, he strikes me as being an ad-
mirably free soul. This is very evident in
his comment that Joseph Smith "gathered
his own teaching into the Book of Mor-
mon, a speculative work that gives the story
of his experience, and the truths he arrived
at from considering the experiences" (p.33).

Here as elsewhere Edwards's humor
ranges from the sophisticated to the earthy.
A sophisticated sample: "In a twelve-page
discourse by the Basic Beliefs Committee,
people are represented as those who are
free and loved, but so beset with crime,
corruption, sin, and apathy that it would
make an existentialist weep" (p. 80); or,
the RLDS "assumption that people are
good but being a person is an awful con-
dition to be in" (p. 80). Or on the earthy
side: "We have a long tradition of ignoring
our history because we somehow feel it is
impossible to open a closet without reveal-
ing a skeleton" (p. 87); "Most [RLDS]
commentaries of the past fifty years discuss
evil only in terms of behavior; trying to get
some official statement on the nature of
evil and its place in God's world is akin to
milking a steer" (p. 69). It is comforting
to know that somewhere in the high places
of Mormondom, laughter is still tolerated.
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IT WASN'T written primarily for a Mor-
mon audience. And it wasn't expected to
sell well in Salt Lake City. But Bob
Gottlieb and Peter Wiley, both outsiders
to the LDS Church and to Utah, have
written a book of profound interest to Mor-
mon readers. Over 15,000 copies of Amer-
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ica's Saints: The Rise of Mormon Power
sold within six months of the book's re-
lease in the fall of 1984. It's selling in
Salt Lake City like nowhere else. All this,
despite a concerted effort by Church
spokesmen to label the volume as mean-
spirited muckraking.

What lies behind the success of Amer-
ica's Saints? I believe it is a combination
of two factors: years of bottled-up curiosity
among Mormons about how the Church
bureaucracy works, and a creditable if im-
perfect attempt to explain it. LDS leaders
do an excellent job describing the purposes
of Church programs and motivating mem-
bers to make them work. And achieve-
ments are frequently cited with satisfac-
tion. But what member doesn't wonder
how "Correlation" works, who screens les-
son manuals, what criteria are used, and
why seemingly good ideas are mysteriously
shelved? Who isn't curious about the dis-
position of their tithes and offerings — not
out of suspicion, but from a natural desire
to know what one's generosity has helped
make possible? Members seldom voice
questions such as these, but Gottlieb and
Wiley had the temerity to ask. They asked
Church spokesmen, Church leaders and ordi-
nary members. They also scoured public rec-
ords, read the Doctrine and Covenants, and
consulted scholarly sources both inside and
outside the faith. It took them five years, but
they came up with more than they, or any-
one else, thought they would find.

What are the unique contributions of
the book? The historical material presented
in America's Saints, at least that pertain-
ing to the pre-1970s, is hardly new. Serious
students of the culture have seen most of
the earlier information, for instance, in the
pages of DIALOGUE. But the authors' re-
view of historical events has provided a
useful context for examining contemporary
issues, and they have pressed their quest
for information right up to the present.

If there is one place the "new Mor-
mon history" has fallen short, it is in treat-
ing recent events. This is a traditional fail-
ing of professional historians, due to lack

of sources and the risk of drawing prema-
ture conclusions; but it is accentuated
among LDS historians because of added
sensitivities about criticizing living leaders.
Gottlieb and Wiley are neither historians
nor Latter-day Saints, however, so they
have pushed ahead where others have
chosen not to explore. Journalists, after
all, are disposed to deal with the present
(and recent past) in a way that historians
are not. Thus, the reader of America's
Saints is treated to rare recent information
about the operation of the Church in Cen-
tral and South America, contemporary
financial practices and problems, and ef-
forts by the Special Affairs Committee to
influence local, state, and federal policies.
The authors also examine organizational
stresses brought about by the recent emer-
gence of a pluralistic global membership
governed by a rather monolithic, predomi-
nantly American, middle class theocracy.

One must credit this book with being
balanced. The authors interviewed every-
one available — but they were limited by
restrictions many Church leaders and
spokesmen placed upon themselves, or had
placed upon them by others. Since a fair
number of people spoke off the record,
some of the insights and information can-
not be traced to specific origins. A gossipy
air sometimes surfaces, although the blame
cannot be placed wholly at the feet of the
authors. They worked with what they were
able to obtain. My point is that balance
is especially difficult when sources are in-
complete. I am aware, for instance, of
several enticing but unsubstantiated stories
that the authors chose to leave out, simply
because they would have raised difficult
questions without providing sufficient evi-
dence for a fair and reasonable analysis. I
do wish, however, that they and their pub-
lisher had provided standard footnotes and
a complete bibliography, rather than the
annoyingly general list of "sources" associ-
ated with each chapter.

The most vocal critics of America's
Saints have assailed the book for treating
the LDS Church as though it were a secu-
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